


Dedicated To

Our Sisters,

Whoever

They May

Be



IS FOR
AUNTIE

Aunt i.e s always are aging.
But they don't know that.

They also giggle and flutter and hover.
They don't know that, either.

They wear fancy clothes
and big rings on their
little fingers.
Usually star sapphires.

They like to educate young people
And impress them.

Because that makes them feel young, too,
So they think they're
not aging.

,
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The Question Is .



···· ..Are You An Auntie?



is for Blueberry Pie.
This delectable dish is concocted of
a fruit that is sometimes wild but
seldom seedless.



is also for Bulge
and Box

and Basket,
which we won't illustrate because
this is not a dirty book.
(You can draw your own in this space, maybe.)

also stands for Buddy,
which is exactly what you think.

m:~L~O~w~,~f~am~.~O~U~S~C~h~i~n;ie~s~e~~1

prophet, say: "Never tell .

a
~~h!~.~"~~ ~~~~I

your buddy to buy a

Finally, and importantly .
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SPEAK UP, MAN.. ~ ..

SPEAK
UP!!!'

stands for Butch.
If you're not Butch, you are
something else entirely. (See F.)



stands for:
Just look at all the things

CRUISE --- A journey taken
by one man searching for another. You can
cruise (or be cruised) anywhere, day or
night, walking, riding, standing still.
The cruise ends with eyes locked in
longing looks over winning smiles.

COMMUNITY PROJECT Everybody's
pet charity, marked by a lack of discrimination
that is total.

CAMP --- Something or someone
(a) terribly witty or (b) outrageously
funny. If you think this book is not a
camp, you're not, either.

COME OUT --- If you have
blossomed into gay life, you've come out.



for something else.
Can you guess what is?
Can you draw it in this space?



'iiiI CHICKEN
FOR

This is a young, Lemler bird that has
white or dark meat.
Aunties, among others, devour chicken.



Do you know what this is?
It starts with

It goes to Mardi Gras in New Orleans.
It has Halloween Balls in Los Angeles
and San Francisco.
It has shows in nightclubs.
It doesn't really fool anybody. it's DRAG



also stands for Dirt.
No one likes Dirt, but sometimes it does
get into the house. Then you must cover
such things as radios, watches, rings,
shirt studs, cameras and money.

is for Doll.
They usually are called Living Dolls.
Sometimes they are.

Dolls come in all shapes
and sizes, since beauty
is in the eye of the
beholder.

Somewhere, somebody thinks that you are a Doll.



IS FOR
EYEBALL PALACE

Sometimes you will find a bar filled with
haughty young men who care almost nothing
for anyone except themselves.

They are not there to see,
but to be seen.

They parade and preen and prance but
almost never cruise.

This place is an Eyeball
Palace.

It's not much fun.
Unless you are a haughty
young man.



also stands for

Evil Woman.

~h~ has a wit that
is vicious.
She has a tongue that
is either sharp or
forked. Or both.
She loves to gossip,
and can invent facts
to·fit her story.

Funny thing about the Evil Woman.
She's a man.

And

is for Exotic.
This is anyone whose skin is darker or lighter
than yours, whose hair is kinkier or straighter
than yours, whose eyes .are larger or smaller
than yours, whose thumbs are longer or shorter
than yours. The bigger the difference, the
more exotic.
Note: Connoisseurs say "Exotique."



is where we separate
the girls from the boys, so to speak.

See how it works?
Into the separating uschf.ne we put a
Fruit, a Faggot, a Fairy, a Fish and
a Fruit Fly.



HOW

DO YOU

THINK THEY

WILL COME

OUT?

(For the answer, Turn Page.)
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On this side we have the Fruit and
Faggot and Fairy.
It's all the same thing.
He calls himself by all three names,
so you can, too, if you know him well.
How well do you know him?



On this side we have the Fish and the Fruit Fly.
The Fish is a Real Girl
who likes Real Boys.
The Fruit Fly, usually
an older and wiser woman,
prefers the company of
faggots. So she also is
known as a Fag Hag.

Call neither by either name to her face, because
each thinks of herself as a Lady.



OF COURSE, IS



FOR



If you are Gay, you'll be
able to identify these
other things that begin with

c

Well, how did you come out?
Are you Gay?
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Hairburner

stands for two professions
and a state of mind.

Hustler Husband

Hairburners are included in the Gay-B-C's
because most of them are.
Hustlers may say they're not, really.
But they are, they are.
Husbands are active, and everyone knows they
are necessary for marriages. You can easily
identify the husband in a gay marriage. He's
the one who is Butch, or who thinks he is.



stands only for

which is really Something, because most
fairies are so frightfully self-centered.

~. . Wang~ asks: "Mirror,I~~~:oron the wall, ~oIIis fairiest of .us all?" I
§~~~



is for John.
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A John also is the
more-or-less regular
customer of a hustler.

~~~~ ~II \-JangLow advises hust lers: "If you take your ~
~ John to a John, look first into the air-vent ~II to see if anyone is looking back at you." II~~~~~~~~~a

A John is a place for
fun and games, if
danger gives you kicks.



IS FOR

also stands for Kissy,

meaning something kind of grand.

(And for Kept, meaning
someone pays all your
bills and gives you
pocket mQney, which
also is kind of grand.)



"

" "ut
(L~ _.J ~. represents two extreme opposites.

One is Lace, the frilly, fancy clothes favoredby Limpwristed Faggots.

Do you know what the other is?



... .



also
stands
for
Lace Curtains,
which are
associated
only with
Gentiles.
But we
won It get
into
that
because
(repeat)
this is
NOT
a

dirty
book.



is- for Mother .:
. ..

GOd Bless~
Every gay person has-two Mothers.

God Bless Them!

.'

Mother Mother

His real Mother (liMyreal Mother") brought
him into the world. ----
His other Mother (liMyMuth-ah") brought
him out into the gay world.--
The devoted on Mother's Day remembers
both. But never with the same gifts,
God Bless!



'. ,

Rack.

The uninitiated, poor souls, may think
you are calling it the Meet Rack.
Because it's that, too .

• Finally,

.-,./ I /' \ \<,

stands for Marshmellow Pumps.

These are the dirtied white sneakers favored
by teenagers of all ages, except those who
like Leather.

•

•



is for Normal.

We haven't given you a picture of a
Normal person.
There is some doubt about how he looks.

Some say a Normal
man is Straight,
i.e. he likes
girls more than
boys.

You'll have-to admit, it IS a problem .

Others, whom
Straight people
call "abnormal",
say that they
are the Normal
ones.

•



is for ORGY

This is the kind of party where everybody
is the host --- or hostess, if you prefer.
You may never know who is receiving.
In New Orle~ns and other depraved areas,
it's also known as a Pig Pile.
It's·not the same as a Gang Bang.
In a GB, you know who is entertaining.

• ~~~-~ Wang Low say: "People
~ in orgies should not IIbe ogled, but gogg led."
~~~~~~~~~~~



A prude will have nothing tb do with orgies.
He will have nothing to do with Johns.
He will have nothing to do with chicken.
He will have nothing to do with hustlers.
He will have nothing to do with drag.
He has nothing much at all to do.

stands for Prude.

Question: Are you a prude?



••

Answer: Not if you've read this far.



•

also stands for QUEEN
Faggot,

The word often is .preceded by an adjective
denoting a personality trait, an area of
particular interest, or a fetish .

• Examples: A Closet Queen either doesn't
know he's gay or doesn't want
it known. Because.he will not
come out, they say he is
hiding in a closet.
A Glasses Queen prefers men
who wear glasses.
A Dizzy Queen is fun, a camp.

Now: Take the quiz on the opposite page
without looking at the answers be low.

Answers:
A. Toe Queen
B. Hair Queen
C. Nelly Queen
D. Leather Queen
E. Size Queen
F. Dinge Queen
G. Clothes Queen
H. Watch Queen

(Note: If you looked at the answers
before taking the quiz, you
are a Peek Queen.)



•
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IS
FOR

RECIPft.OCAL.

If it's reciprocal,
it's Fun and Games.

If it's not reciprocal,
it's Trade.

Wang Low defines:
"Do others as
you would have
others do you."



Now we must use a dirty word, because

also stands for Rough Trade.

It can come in any age, shape or size.
It talks sweet and is eminently available.
So you take it .....

.....and find that it's
one-way,
trade,
not reciprocal.

Then, suddenly, adding injury to insult .



,

.....you have a fist
in your face and you
have been relieved of
your watch and wallet.

)t:~~~~~~~

I..,'"~ Wang Low say:
"Beware the man

~ who wants it allI his way. He mayI
~ want too much." ~

)t~~~X



is for Seafood.
,

You may think this is just like Blueberry Pie.
But you are wrong.
One big difference is that Seafood is always
served up with a rich cream sauce.
And it comes in cans.



,

also stands for two of the
'most onomatopoetic words in
the gay vocabulary:
Swish and Stud.

Do you know which is Swish? Which is Stud?
You do?
Then you either learn fast or
knew a lot before you started.



Host importantly, stands for Sister.

Swish or Stud, nearly everyone has a Sister.
She is a shoulder to cry on, a bank to
borrow from, a confidant to confide in,
a friend to depend upon, a camp to camp
with, someone to be with when there' is
no one.
That's all.
Anything more would be like incest.



,

In this game, as in bridge, a trick is taken fast.
And it's not counted until it's completely played.

A trick (noun) is a
short-term partner.
You think this sounds
degrading? It isn't,
because it proves that
someone wants you.
Usage: "I turned a
cute trick last night."

To trick (verb) is to
make yourself available
to people who are
cruising.
Usage: "I'm going to
trick in the bars
tonight."

If you are verbalizing, you'll probably be ~n .



•
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IS FOR

TRADE

Trade selfishly seeks only his mvn
satisfaction.
If this pleases his playmate, fine.,
If not, tough.

A person who is trade is:
confident of his manhood.
positive he is not gay.
sure he never will be.
fooli.ng himself.

~~~~~~,
Wang Low warns fairies: »

.

"Today's trade is ,

tomorrow's competition." ~

~~~~
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And that's what U stands for.
The Uniform may be Leather from cap to boots.

But probably not.
More likely, it will include marshmellow
pumps and white sweat sox, very tight
Levi's, a brightly colored sweater (bulky
or fuzzy) and --- of course --- a
little-finger ring.

Queens call these. Uniforms
something else. They call
them V!llo~~ing Clothes.



••

is for VICE

In this age of specialization, Vice is
a cop with a specialty.
He is paid to stop what, in many cases,
he would secretly like to start.
Frequently, in fact, he does approach
people and start something --- just
so he then can stop it, and get paid.
This is called Entrapment.

Ask any Queen: There are nicer people.
Ask anyone.
Ask yourself.



is for WISE
If you're Wise (and you
are, you are) you're
Normal or Straight, but
you know that THERE IS
SOMETHING ELSE.

In fact, you know all
about it that there
is to know.

But you're Understanding.
Very! You bend over.

But never never never
in a condescending way.

You prove to your
other Normal friends
that you are Wise and
Tolerant and Sophisticated.
You invite gay boys (just
a few; maybe lovers) to
yo~r cocktail parties.

Or take one to lunch.
Like during Brotherhood
Week.

Some Queens like this.
Some don't.

They say you are
Sympathetic.

They say you're
a Fag Hag.

And Wise.
Or a Closet Queen.

Wang Low say: "The
Wise man knows. The
Sophisticated man
tries. But only the
Swinger really swi.ng s ."



• stands for a quality
that is pure magic.
In Hollywood, they
call it "Star Quality."

It's an unknown.
No one can say what it is or
where it comes from.
But it's real.

All Queens agree
that four people
have it.

Do you know who?



••



Marlene Dietrich, because
she is old but desirable.

Judy Garland, because
she is sad but desirable.

Barbra Streisand, because
she is not pretty but
desirable.



I
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(And because she's
easiest to imitate.)

Bette Davis, because she
once was unwanted but
then climbed back to
become Queen Of Them All.



Youth is the pivot of
gay life since every-
thing revolves around it.

Here is a true-false quiz
for you on YOUTH.
(Your score will reflect
your age and experience.)

True
or

False

~I
S
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R
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Queens try to stay young
forever by keeping trim
at the gym.
And having their hair
styled.
And wearing tight, young
men's clothes.
These Old Queens, these
Aging Aunties, usually
make fools of themselves.
Many older men successfully
retain youth by keeping
young men as friends.
This forces them to be
modern, to keep current.
And think young.
And act young.
Many young men really
prefer older men.
Because they need a
father-image.
Because they admire one's
experience and education.
Because they've outgrown
the Beatles and want to
associate with Finer Things.
And Finer Things cost money.
So no one need grow old
alone and unloved.

·an.l::J00::J ua::JJO
·an.llllV :s.la~suv



is for Zori.

This is a kind of sandal, a rubber
sole with a single toe-thong.

Queens -- especially
Toe Queens -- wear
them everywhere: In
the shower, around the
apartment while dusting,
at the grocery, at such
cruisy resorts as Fire
Island, St. Thomas,
Sausalito and Acapulco.

Camps have another name for their Zoris.
Do you know what it is?

Open-Toed Tennis Shoes.



Just look at all the
Auntie
Bulge
Basket
Box Lunch
Cruise
Camp
Chicken
Dirt
Eyeball Palace
Faggot
Fish
Fruit Fly
Glory Hole
Golden Shower
Hustler
John
Kissy
Limpwristed Faggot
Lace Curtains
Mother

words you've learned:
Open-Toed Tennis Shoes
Wise
Whoring Clothes
Trick
Sister
Swish
Rough Trade
Queer
Joan Crawford Sling Pumps
Normal
Marshmellow Pumps
Orgy
Prude
Queen
Seafood
Stud
Trade
Uniform
Vice
Zori

--- Or weren't these words so new,

Meat Rack
Leather
Lace
Kept
John
Husband
Hairburner
Grope
Gay
Fag Hag
Fairy
Fruit
Doll
Drag
Corne Out
Community Project
Butch
Buddy
Box
Blueberry Pie

you sly puss, you!

Now here is an exercise for you.
On this page, write a paragraph using
all the words you have just learned.

(Don't show your exercise to anyone.
You might be arrested.)

Do not loan this book to your friends.
Buy more copies.
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